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	DRC_Application
	DRAINAGE REPORT
	1. 0 INTRODUCTION
	Shooster Preserve is owned and maintained by the Broward County Parks and Recreation Division.  The total size of this preserve 19.78 acres. Proposed development is to add some parking spots with side walk adjacent to the park along SW 64th Terrace.
	2. 0 PROJECT BACKGROUND
	2.1 Location
	The proposed project is located in Section 1/ Township 49 South/Range 41 east, Broward County Florida. The site is located on the south side of S.W. 7th Court between U.S.441/State Rd. 7 and S.W. 64th Terrace, Margate.
	2.2 Proposed development
	The proposed development includes add couple of parking spot for Shooster Preserve on SE corner of SW 64th Terrace and SW 7th Court. Sidewalk along the parking lot has been proposed for the park users. After parking the car, Pedestrian will use the ex...
	3. 0 EXISTING CONDITIONS
	The preserve site is primarily a basin swamp, characterized by bald cypress, red maple, and pond apple in its deeper area, with a few areas of willow. Also included is a disturbed area of mesic flatwoods with slash pines and laurel oak, situated along...
	mixture of 11 acres of Conservation Area and 8.78 acres of impacted Green Space.
	Wildlife observations have documented a total of 76 species in the Shooster Preserve. Among them are 43 species of birds, 18 butterflies, seven mammals, five amphibians, and three reptiles.
	3.1 Water table elevation
	Water table elevation used in design is 4.0 NAVD-88 to match with the existing permit document. The Broward County Water Table Map- Average Wet Season is included in Exhibit-1 of this report.
	4. 0 SURFACE WATER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM DESIGN
	Proposed Storm water Management System:
	The proposed drainage system consists of a Dry pond/Swale, solid pipe and two inlets. The dry pond will provide the water quality and quantity for the proposed development.
	Water Quality Treatment Volume
	SFWMD criteria require treatment of storm water equal to either the first inch of runoff over entire area or 2.5 inches times the percent imperviousness. Dry retention volume shall be provided equal to 50 percent of the amounts computed for wet detent...
	Water Quantity Treatment Volume
	25 year 3 day with discharge has been determined to compare the maximum pre vs post off-site discharge.
	5.0 HYDROLOGIC/HYDRAULIC MODELING
	Interconnected Channel and Pond Routing Model (ICPR v3.10) was used to model the proposed stormwater management systems. ICPR is an engineering software tool developed by Streamline Technologies, Inc. and is a comprehensive hydrodynamic stormwater mod...
	The ICPR model parameters, input report and results are included in Appendix-A, Appendix-B, Appendix-C and Appendix-D.
	5.1  Node-Reach Diagram / Node-Link Schematic
	The three primary building blocks in ICPR are Basins, Nodes and Links. Runoff hydrographs generated in the hydrology component of ICPR are assigned to specific nodes in the drainage network and subsequently routed through ponds, channels and storm sew...
	Please see the enclosed ICPR Node-Reach Diagram developed for post-development conditions for the proposed stormwater management systems, which depicts the primary hydraulic connections between the internal nodes and boundary conditions.
	5.2 Hydrology
	In ICPR model, runoff hydrographs can be generated using a number of different methods which includes the NRCS (SCS) Unit Hydrograph Method, the Santa Barbara Urban Hydrograph Method, and the Kinematic Overland Flow Method. For the proposed improvemen...
	5.2.1 Basin Area
	Runoff contributing area including pervious area, and impervious area for each drainage basin was determined and included in the drainage basin areas were assigned to each drainage basin in the ICPR model.
	5.2.2 Runoff Curve Number (CN)
	The runoff curve number (CN) for each basin was estimated by computing a basin-specific soil storage (S) value, as outlined in the SFWMD Basis of Review Vol IV. The moisture storage capability (S) of the soil profile has been estimated by the Soil Con...
	5.2.3 Time of Concentration (TC)
	The time of concentration for each basin was determined using the method outlined in USDA Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds (TR-55). Time of Concentration represents the length of time (in minutes) required for a particle of water to travel from th...
	5.2.4 Directly Connected Imperious Area (DCIA)
	The DCIA is the impervious area within a basin that is hydraulically connected to the discharge point. If a paved road drains by way of curb and gutter into a storm sewer system, then the roadway would be considered DCIA. The DCIA is expressed as the ...
	5.2.5 Peaking Factor
	The SCS Unit Hydrograph Method requires a dimensionless unit hydrograph and its associated peaking factor. The dimensionless unit hydrograph combined with a peaking factor affect the shape of the runoff hydrograph and its peak flow rate. The higher th...
	5.2.6 Design Storm Rainfall
	The following design storms and rainfall depths were utilized to simulate design storms hydrology. In ICPR the rainfall distribution, storm duration, and rainfall depth can be specified for each drainage basin or it can defined globally for all the dr...
	5.3  Hydraulics
	The hydraulic parameters used in the ICPR model of the proposed surface water management systems, utilized standard engineering practices and or data discovered during project research.
	5.3.1  Nodes
	In ICPR, Nodes represent retention/detention ponds/swales, inlets with storage above the grate elevation, and specific locations in the drainage network such as along channels, streams, rivers and junctions in pipe systems. There are different types o...
	The storage characteristics of each drainage basin were determined using the vertical and linear storage methods described in SFWMD Basis of Review Volume IV and was assigned to a Node within the ICPR model with Stage-Area or Stage-Volume type.
	Time-stage nodes are typically used to simulate the boundary conditions for the surface water management systems or ICPR model.  For the proposed surface water management system, the boundary conditions for exfiltration trench were determined based on...
	5.3.2  Links
	The ICPR model for the proposed stormwater management systems of proposed project utilized weirs, and rating curves as the links for hydraulic connections. The input parameters for these links were based on standard engineering practices.
	Weirs were utilized to model the hydraulic connections among the drainage basins. The input parameters for weirs included type of weir, geometry of weir, size of weir, invert/control elevation, weir discharge coefficient, and orifice discharge coeffic...
	6.0       CONCLUSION/RECOMMENDATION
	Water Quality Comparison:
	Required water quality volume for proposed development   = 0.013 Ac-ft
	Provided water quality volume for the proposed drainage system   = 0.016 Ac-ft
	Water Quantity Comparison:
	The summary of ICPR model is provided bellow. See appendix A and B for more detail information.
	So, it is concluded that off-site discharge is lower in all storm event for post development condition then predevelopment condition. So, the project meet the water quality and quantity requirement.
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